Improved the process
efficiency with IoT based
solution for a leading tyre
manufacturer

Case Study

Overview

Challenges and Goals

The client is one of India’s leading tyre manufacturers that has a presence
in global markets. The client produces over 165 million tyres a year and
manufactures tyres for passenger cars, two-wheelers, trucks and buses,
light commercial vehicles, earth-movers, forklifts, tractors, trailers,
and auto-rickshaws.

The client needed an IoT based solution for a complete modernization of its
production process. It was impacted by losses and an under optimized
performance due to the unpredictable downtime of critical machinery in its
production process.

Organization Size: 8000
Country: India
Revenue: $1 Billion

Due to lack of machine operational data, the client was unable to
understand the failure patterns of the machine, leading to production
stoppage and loss of operational efficiency.
They needed a partner that could connect various machine touchpoints in
the whole value chain, gather and analyze the data and make predictions
for future maintenance.
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Solutions

Business Impact

We developed a real time monitoring solution for the client by connecting
170 IOT touchpoints in the production process. We further formulated
algorithms to connect machine parameters to critical failure risk scenarios,
to help predict problems and plan actions accordingly.
Our efforts focused on:
•
•
•
•

60%

•

Reduced machine downtime

Reduced cost of spare parts by 65%

Enabling predictive maintenance through machine condition monitoring
which resulted in the improvement of overall equipment efficiency.
Combining PLC machine data with maintenance data to identify
variables causing maximum variability.
Implementing notifications for maintenance and imminent failure,
increasing production plan attainment.
Enabling Edge analytics of machine data via “blocking”, working with
Wonderware MES.
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An overview of actions taken by Zensar
Additional Data Request

•
Alan Bradley PLC

Tread Machine PLC Data
•

630 Variables
every 15 sec

•
•

Maintenance
Schedule and Reports

Maintenance Data

Connect

Ingest

Hypothesis Testing

Combine PLC
machine data with
maintenence data
Summarize data and
define devired fields
Focus on top
failure reasons
Identify variables
causing mximum
variability

Manage

•
•
•

•
•

Provide real-time
visibility
Prediction of
problems and action
Improvements in
overall equipment
efficiency
Increase in production
plan attainment
Reduction in spare
part costs

Insight

Deploy rules

Notification for
maintenance and
imminent failure

Action
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We conceptualize, build, and manage digital products through experience design, data
engineering, and advanced analytics for over 130 leading companies. Our solutions
leverage industry-leading platforms to help our clients be competitive, agile, and
disruptive while moving with velocity through change and opportunity.
With headquarters in Pune, India, our 10,000+ associates work across 33 locations,
including San Jose, Seattle, Princeton, Cape Town, London, Singapore, and Mexico City.
For more information please contact: velocity@zensar.com | www.zensar.com

